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Color Infused Tanzanite

In early

2012,

reports

started

surfacing about yellow zoisite from Pakistan

being color-infused to emulate natural

tanzanite. Since tanzanite is a form of zoisite,

the artificial coloring of this material to

emulate tanzanite would make identification

very difficult. As a result, the ISG embarked on

the industry’s first research of the

zoisite/tanzanite issue and what we

uncovered you will see in the coming pages.

Before we begin, however, I want to make a

very important point with you on this issue:

Less than 5% of the stones we tested on the

open market displayed the diagnostic
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indicator for treatment, so we do not think

this issue is a large problem on the market at

this time. However, this could change in the

future and the indicators we have found will

help you identify this treatment now and in

the future, which is why we include it in this

course. But first, above is natural tanzanite

showing a classic needle-like inclusion. And

below is a microphotograph of natural

tanzanite through a London Dichroscope,

showing the diagnostic blue/purple colors. As

we move through some of the treatments

and imitations of tanzanite you will need to

keep this image in mind.



Above you see one of the Pakistan zoisite

crystals that has been color-infused to

emulate tanzanite. Remember that tanzanite

is zoisite, so when the color is artificially

changed in the yellow zoisite the gemological

properties still show as tanzanite.

However, as you can see in the image above,

the purple coloring is shown as entering this

stone through a surface-breaking fissure,

particularly in the image at the left-center.



This is a classic look at one of these treated

zoisites being made to emulate tanzanite.

Below is a microphotograph that dramatically

demonstrates efforts to artificially induce

coloring elements into the surface breaking

fissure of this zoisite. The dark purple color in

this fissure below could only be present due

to treatment efforts.



After reviewing several hundred specimens,

we found that the artificial coloring elements

used to enhance these tanzanites were very

often found in the interior growth tubes of the

gemstone. Above you see the coloring

material inside a growth tube in a tanzanite

crystal. This color is obviously artificial in origin

and speaks to the efforts to color infuse this

tanzanite.



Above is a high magnification view of another

growth tube, this one showing granules of

coloring materials. The color in this tanzanite

is deeper inside these growth tubes, with

much lighter color extending out from the

tube.

Below is a high magnification look at the

coloring material caked up along the growth

tube walls. This image diagnostically proves

that some type of coloring treatment was

done on this tanzanite, and is an important

image to remember.

Below are two larger images of this

treatment. Immediately below is a wider view

of the surface breaking fissures.



Below here is a 120x view of the coloring

material inside an interior fissure. All this

material must enter a surface-breaking

fissure but can work its way deep into the

stone by the processes used by the cookers.



Tanzanite Imitations

You should remember that as of the writing of

this lesson tanzanite has not been

synthesized or created in a lab. However, there

are several gemstones that closely emulate

tanzanite to the un-trained dealer or

gemologist. One of these is the YAG as seen

above. This triangle cut stone offers a close

imitation to tanzanite, although the

separation of this stone from natural

tanzanite is very easy as we will see shortly.



Above is a polysilicate composite stone that

gives a blue/purple color since it has two

layers in its construction. Again, a close

emulation but easy to identify for the properly

trained gemologist.

Below is synthetic forsterite that can give you

some problems if you are not careful.

Forsterite is the same family of gemstones as

peridot, and the refractive index is very close

to tanzanite. Add to this the double refraction

of synthetic forsterite and you have problems

for many gemologists who are not careful

with their test results.



However, if you follow just two gemological

test protocols with tanzanite you will never

have problems with any of the above

materials, which will also include a created

sapphire not shown above. As we saw in the

first page of our tanzanite study, natural

tanzanite offers a specific blue/purple color in

the dichroscope. It also offers a third, golden

brown color in a Chelsea filter. But utilizing

these two tests you will be able to separate all

imitations of tanzanite on the market as of

this writing. Here are some examples below

based on the emulation stones we have seen

so far.

Above again is our synthetic forsterite that is

the most convincing tanzanite imitation.

However, when seen through a London

Dichroscope below, it is clear to see that the

dichroscope reaction is significantly different.



While tanzanite has a blue/purple reaction,

the synthetic forsterite has a clear/blue

reaction. The dichroscope reaction is

diagnostic for separating tanzanite and

synthetic forsterite.

In the next image below, you find the three

tanzanite imitations we have discussed in

ambient light. Below this, you see these in a

Chelsea filter.

Notice our synthetic forsterite (at center) has



no reaction to the Chelsea filter, allowing for

further diagnostic separation. The polysilicate

(left) and the YAG (right) have a very strong

reaction since they have been “doped” to give

this reaction and the result is far too strong to

be natural tanzanite. These are the two tests

you can use to separate natural tanzanite

from all imitations as of this writing.

Mystic Topaz

Mystic Topaz has been sold under several

trade names, including Caribbean Topaz,

Mystic Topaz, and others. It is an otherwise

colorless topaz, that occurs in very large size

crystals that can be huge in size, but these

have been cut and faceted into gemstones

and then coated to create artificial colors.

The colors created by this process are quite



beautiful, but hide a sinister side…the color is

very, very fragile. As seen in the image above,

the colors can be dramatic, and appear to be

high quality and very rare Imperial Topaz

colors among others.

The problem is that the color is due to a very

thin coating being applied to the stone, and

almost any kind of wear and tear will cause

the color to be scratched off. Above you see

the three Mystic Topaz stones from the top in

an immersion cell. The colors are scratched

and damaged in many places. Also, the colors

tend to be absent along facet junctions, a

diagnostic “tell” for this treatment as we will

see in the next panel.

Side Note: How well has Mystic Topaz been

promoted? We once had a customer contact

the ISG office wanting to know if we could tell



her where the Mystic Topaz Mine was

located? Marketing can sometimes convince

consumers of some outlandish ideas. Be

aware of this.

Above is a higher magnification look at the

color missing along the facet junctions in an

immersion cell. This is due to the frail nature

of the coating and it wearing off quickly from

the facet junction edges.



Another “tell” of the topaz coating is the

fragile nature under magnification. Above is a

photograph from the ISG archives showing

the green color Mystic Topaz, with the

brownish-yellow reflections that show the

coating in obscure lighting. At first glance,

this topaz appears of unique color and very

nice quality. Even under magnification as

seen below, the coating does not show. The

facets and facet junctions are in perfect

condition and the true nature of this stone is

not quickly apparent. The tweezers can be a

quick identifier in this case. Just be carefully

rubbing the point of a tweezer across a

pavilion facet much can be learned regarding

the true nature of this topaz, as well will see

next.

Below you see the “before” and “after” of our

taking simple gemstone tweezers and

running it across the surface of this mystic

topaz. Notice in the image below left “before”

image that the surface is pristine. But below

right it is easy to see where the tweezers point

scored the surface of the coating. Not enough



to damage the stone, but enough to reveal

the coating.

Below is another example of the same type.

Below left is the “before” and below right is

the “after”. The resulting scoring of the

coating below right is clearly visible and is

diagnostic for a coating on this stone. By

using a simple Dixie Cup immersion cell, the

rest of the stone will be easy to find with this

mystic topaz.

Turquoise Treatments and Imitations

Stabilized Turquoise

Turquoise has once again become a very



popular gemstone, owing to the movement

toward natural, history gemstones on the

market. Turquoise is found worldwide, with

the Southwest United States, Iran, and China

being at the forefront of production locations.

While there is no actual lab created turquoise,

there are many treatments and imitations you

should study.

Below is one very important example of a

prevalent and acceptable turquoise

treatment, stabilization. Turquoise in nature

tends to be rather chalky. As a result, it makes

the finished gemstone more durable it is

stabilized using polymer resin. Below left you

see a un-stabilized turquoise specimen from

the famous Sleeping Beauty mine, and below

right a specimen of the same material that is

stabilized. Note that the stabilized specimen

appears shiny while the untreated is chalky.

This is a major “tell” of the turquoise

stabilization treatment. It is well accepted in

the industry but must be disclosed to buyers

to be considered a properly sold stone.



Dyed Magnesite

One of the most often seen gem materials

that are used to imitate turquoise is

magnesite. This mineral is normally a chalky

white color, but the use of blue dyes can turn



it into a very believable imitation of turquoise

that is often sold as natural turquoise to the

unsuspecting buyer. Above you see a strand

of dyed magnesite beads that appear to be a

strand of very nice turquoise beads.

Below left and right, however, you see the

truth behind these beads. While we do not

encourage you to cut beads in half to identify

them, the images below should demonstrate

to you the dyeing process that was done here.

Many times, by looking down the drill hole of

the bead you will be able to see the white

color of the original material before dying,

giving its true origin away.

 



Mosaic “Turquoise”

This type of imitation turquoise is very often

sold as “natural mosaic turquoise”. In truth, it

is usually only plastic. The material is sold as

turquoise bits and pieces that have been

reconstructed to create a “mosaic” form of

natural turquoise, then cut into beads and



polished. The colors will normally be quite

uniform, with even the mottled colors of the

browns as see at left being all too perfectly

matched.

Above is the truth of this material, it is plastic.

By chipping away at the drill hole (don’t do

this on customer-owned jewelry) we were

able to demonstrate that this so-called

“mosaic turquoise” is indeed plastic beads.

There is a tremendous amount of this

material being sold on the market and at gem

shows. Be aware of this when buying or

appraising.

Reconstructed Turquoise Dust

Although it has been on the market for years,



we were not able to obtain a sizeable chunk of

this material until the 2012 Tucson Gem

Shows. Since China is a major cutting center

for all gemstones, and turquoise is no

exception, the Chinese cutting centers

produce a lot of turquoise dust and powder

from the cutting process. Someone there

figured out that if you collect all this dust and

mix it with glue, they could create a block of

“reconstructed turquoise” as you see below.

The cutters simply cut beads and other

gemstone shapes from this glued turquoise

dust and create what is sold as “stabilized

turquoise”. Now, from the previous page on

true stabilized turquoise, you know that this is

not truly “stabilized turquoise”, but instead

glued turquoise powder. The problem occurs

when turquoise jewelry is made with this

material and sold as natural stabilized

turquoise. Below you see a collection of

bracelets obtained at the JCK Las Vegas show

that is made of this material but sold as

natural stabilized turquoise. The problem is

probably obvious….it tests the same as natural

turquoise since it is the same material, just

glued back together. Below we will look at

how magnification can be a great tool for

identification.



The three

images

above are

all this

reconstituted turquoise powder. At left you

can see that granules of this material have

been dyed, then pressed together to create a

turquoise bead in a setting. Above right the

turquoise and glue have taken on an almost



plastic appearance. This is because this

specimen is more glue than turquoise powder

and the result is a surface that looks very

much like plastic

Finally, is

an image

using

darkfield

light to

demonstrate the glue material holding

together some bits of reconstituted turquoise

powder in this cut-out from one of the

bracelets from the preceding page.

The situation is one where many buyers are

not aware of this situation, and there is a very

large amount of this material on the market

being sold as natural turquoise. You should

always remember that true natural turquoise

of jewelry quality has become rather rare, and

very expensive. Cheap “stabilized turquoise”

beads are most likely going to be one of the

imitations shown in this lesson. Even the

stabilized Sleeping Beauty specimens are

expensive. Price can be an indicator, even

though it should never be used without



proper gemological evaluation.

Color Infused Tourmaline

The

image

at left is

an

authentic, natural, copper-bearing Paraiba

Tourmaline from Paraiba, Brazil. It was

obtained by the ISG for establishing a baseline

for testing of a suspected treatment that

creates “Paraiba-like” tourmalines widely sold

on the market. Our results showed that there

are a certain amount of blue and green

tourmalines being sold as copper-bearing

“Paraiba-like” tourmalines on the market that

are the result of artificial color infusion using

the much the same type of treatment as Tibet

andesine.



Above you see one of these treated

tourmalines showing what would become a

significant indicator of the treatment process.

The process utilizes a very important property

of tourmaline crystals that imparts large

growth tubes in the gemstones. By some kind

of treatment that opens these growth tubes

even larger, a flux material can be used to

help introduce an artificially coloring element

into the stone, thereby creating a false color

for the gemstone. We confirmed the facts of

this treatment using independent scientific

testing that the ISG commissioned, and

utilizing this information was able to find

specific diagnostic identification procedures

that follow on the next page.



Above is the specimen that resolved the

situation once and for all. You should always

remember that in the case of gemstone

treatments, finding one specimen means

finding the treatment. No cooker is going to

treat just one gemstone. Until one is found

the treatment cannot be verified, but finding

one treated gemstone of a specific type of

treatment means that others are out there.

This stone verified the treatment and the

photographic evidence is dramatic.



Above is the graphic image that

demonstrates the growth tubes in this

tourmaline being filled with a blue material,

while others show blocked openings through

which no color entered the stone. This image

proved diagnostic that an artificial color

infusion treatment was done on this

tourmaline, and should serve as a reference

for you for future identifications of

tourmalines subjected to this treatment.

Again

at left is



another section of this tourmaline showing

the growth tubes full of coloring material,

while other parts of the stone show no color.

This is clearly the result of artificial color

infusion. This is the image that made the

geologists sit up and take notice. The clear

growth tube areas of this tourmaline where

the color did not enter could only be the

result of artificial treatment. This

demonstrates the treatment, now the

question is: How can you identify it with other

tourmalines.

.

During testing and investigating over 2,000

tourmaline specimens, we found a common

feature that appears to be the result of the

treatment process in all cases. Since a “flux”

must be used to help the color infusion

material to enter the stone, it was expected

that residuals of this flux material would be

found in the growth tubes, much the same as

we found in the color-infused tanzanite and

feldspar. This proved to be correct. Below you

see a purple tourmaline sold as a “Paraiba-

like” copper-bearing tourmaline. Within this

stone are very unusual growth tubes that are

far larger than would normally be

encountered.



As you see below right, several of these tubes

are full of red/yellow material. This became a

“tell” of the treatment as we found this same

red/yellow combination material in most of

these tourmalines, even from different

geographical origins. While some tried to pass

the red material off as a rare form of

radioactive liquid that causes some pink

tourmalines to be pink, the advanced testing

done on these stones found them to be from

origins far too diverse to have such a rare

event as a radioactive liquid in common.

 



Below is a green tourmaline sold as “Paraiba

Tourmaline” that even under 10x

magnification displays these yellow/red filled

growth tubes. Below right is a 30x image that

more closely shows this feature.

Below is another green tourmaline, sold as

Paraiba Tourmaline, that again demonstrates

the red/yellow filled tubes. The image below

left shows that the reddish material has

virtually filled the large surface-breaking

fissure in the stone. Below right is a close-up

of two of the growth tubes filled with the

reddish material with yellow at the tips.

 



Below is a greenish tourmaline that even

under 10x magnification displays these

yellow/red filled growth tubes. Below right is a

30x image that more closely shows this

feature.

 



Below is a pink tourmaline, sold as “Paraiba-

like” copper-bearing tourmaline that also

shows the red/yellow filled growth tubes. By

Raman Spectrometer we ruled out this

material as being polish compound. It is

instead extremely high in magnesium, far

above anything natural, which is the coloring

element in pink tourmaline. The cookers used

natural color elements in much higher

amounts to improve the color of this

tourmaline.



 

Lab Manual Harmonization Committee

There is an organization called the LMHC (see

the full name above) that is composed of the

world’s largest gemological laboratories. This

self-appointed group decides what gemstone

names are to be used by the group, often to

the detriment of the industry. The reason is

that this group acts without any sort of

industry oversight or input, and dictates the

use of terms for its own benefits without

concern of how this may impact various



members of the industry. This is the case with

Paraiba Tourmaline, as well as other

gemstones based on unique locations as the

accepted gemstone name.

In the case of Paraiba Tourmaline, the copper-

bearing tourmalines coming from around the

Paraiba, Brazil region are known for being

copper-bearing tourmalines that are unique

in the world. The amount of copper

contained, and the impact that copper has on

the tourmaline colors is unique in the world.

As the importance and value of the Paraiba

Tourmaline name grew, the work by

gemstone “cookers” to create an artificial

Paraiba Tourmaline looking gemstone by use

of artificial color enhancements began in

earnest. Eventually, as you have seen in these

pages, the cookers were able to artificially

color induce copper-based color into various

tourmalines and were able to closely emulate

the true Paraiba Tourmaline. The result was

that the value of true Paraiba Tourmaline was

negatively impacted, and the issue of the use

of the name: Paraiba Tourmaline, was brought

up at the LMHC meeting.

The LMHC first decided that all copper-



bearing tourmalines could be called “Paraiba

Tourmalines,” with the geographical

descriptor being applied to the color and

coloring element, not to the actual location.

This created an uproar in the industry.

Eventually, the name was altered to “Paraiba-

like Tourmaline” which placated some but not

others. The point is…when you hear the name

“Paraiba Tourmaline” be aware that this may

be a term that does not come close to

identifying the gemstone as truly a Paraiba

Tourmaline. It may be something totally

different and you should do further research

before attaching that name to your sales

invoice or appraisal.

Course Conclusion

This concludes the final lesson of our ISG

Introduction to Treated Gemstones mini-

course. However, this should not conclude

your study of treated gemstones by any

means. You should always remember that this

study, as with all gemology courses

anywhere……is a portal into learning. A

foundation. A beginning. With the ongoing

advancements in gemstone treatments this

study, in particular, will be a life-long study

more than almost any other category of



gemology.

There are a couple more thoughts before you

prepare for your final exam:

This industry needs treated gemstones.

Without them, we will not have enough

products to sustain the gemstone market into

the future. But with that, we need proper

disclosure of these created and treated

gemstones to maintain consumer confidence.

It won’t be easy, but it must be done. It can be

done. And your study here is where it begins.

Final Exam and Certificate of Completion

Now that you have completed the ISG

Gemstone Treatments mini-course, please go

to the Final Quiz and test your understanding

of this information. Click the TAKE FINAL QUIZ

button at the bottom of the course lesson

listings in the upper right of this page. You

may retake the exam as many times as

needed to earn the passing grade of 70%.

Once complete you can go to your Student

Profile by clicking on your Username in the

top right corner of the page, then click on

Certificates and Badges and download or

print your Certificate of Completion.
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We invite you to visit and consider taking our

full ISG Created and Treated Gemstones

course to get the full story on created and

treated gemstones.
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